Papers of Archibald Campbell (1902-89)

Archibald H. Campbell was at University College between 1923 and 1926. It is not known when this collection of documents concerning his undergraduate life was given to the College, but it was found in the archives in summer 1993.

The papers consist of some letters concerning Campbell's arrival at University College, and his battels bills.

**UC:P20/C/1** 23 Mar 1923
Letter from R. Macan, Master of University College, to Campbell, informing him that he has been elected an Exhibitioner at the College.

**UC:P20/C/2** 2 Jul 1923
Letter from the Dean of University College to Campbell informing him when to come up for his first term, and enclosing a list of articles to bring with him.

**UC:P20/C/3** 24 Jul 1932
Letter to Campbell from "F.H.C.", concerning the marks of University College undergraduates in Law Finals in 1932.

**UC:P20/F/1** 22 Jan-3 May 1924
Campbell's battels bills for Michaelmas 1923 and Hilary 1924. Attached to each bill are Campbell's own calculations concerning his expenditure for each term [10 items].

**UC:P20/F/2** 19 Oct-7 Dec [?]
Collection of eight weekly battels bills for Campbell for an unknown Michaelmas Term.

**UC:P20/X/1** 30 Oct 1923
Menu for the Freshmen's Dinner at University College.